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Template for LSA extended abstracts 
Author One  &  Other Author* 

LSA Annual Meeting, Minneapolis, January 2–5, 2014 

1. Introduction.  Your paper needs to have the formatting, layout, and style features displayed in
this document. You can use the Microsoft Word .dotx template provided or create a file in any 
another word-processing program. But, in either case, you must provide us with a high-quality 
PDF version of your file that follows the guidelines given here. The required features include the 
following: 

• paper size: 8.5 x 11 inches
• margins: 1 inch at the top, bottom, left, and right
• font family: Times New Roman or Times
• font size: 12 points by default; 10 points for footnotes, references; font property = small

caps in Word (or 9 points uppercase) for subsection titles and interlinear glosses
• line height: single-spacing (or font size +2 in points)
• text alignment: left, unjustified (hyphenation allowed)
• spacing between paragraphs: 6 points by default; 12 points before the first paragraph of

the body and between the last paragraph and the list of references

Note that section titles are in bold, are (optionally) numbered, and are wholly contained within 
the first paragraph of the section that they name. These and all titles use sentence case (i.e., with 
only the initial ordinary word beginning in upper case). In the Word template, the style used for 
this paragraph is HEADING 1 and the style used for the bulleted list it contains is LIST PARAGRAPH. 

The non-initial paragraphs of body text within each section should be indented by .3 inch-
es, like this one. The style in the Word template file for this paragraph is INDENTED. 

2. Further details. This section, which like all sections but the first, has a space of 6 points be-
tween it and the preceding paragraph, illustrates how to include subsections, if you choose to use 
them, and how to include language examples and drawings, tables, figures, and the like. 
2.1. HOW TO INCLUDE LANGUAGE EXAMPLES. If you choose to use subsections, you should prob-
ably not go deeper than this level of numbering. The Word style for this paragraph is HEADING 2. 
It differs from HEADING 1 only in that it has the number in regular font and the section title in 
small caps. Example (1) below shows how to include a single numbered language example with 
interlinear glossing together with a line identifying the language and its source.  

(1) Lezgian (Haspelmath 1993:207) 
Gila abur-u-n ferma hamišaluǧ güǧüna amuq’-da-č. 
Gila they-OBL-GEN farm forever behind stay-FUT-NEG 
‘Now their farm will not stay behind forever.’ 

Note that the device used here to get words to line up is tab stops that are the same across lines 
and are adjusted together by hand. If you are using the Word template, you can use the style EX-

* Both acknowledgments and author affiliation information go in an initial footnote like this, referenced by an aster-
isk on the end of the last author’s name on the author-name line at the top. The style for footnotes in the Word 
template is FOOTNOTE TEXT. You can say who you would like to thank here and then end the footnote as follows. 
Authors: Author One, University of the Atlantic (author1@atlantic.edu) & Other Author, Pacific University (oth-
erauthor@gmail.com). 
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AMPLES. And if you copy and paste an example set like this, the number in parentheses will be 
renumbered automatically, in the same way that section numbers are, as will any cross references 
to it in the text body that are placed there using INSERT CROSS-REFERENCE. The example set be-
low shows how to include multiple letter-labeled examples under a single number label. 

(2) a.  Ñuka-ka Maria papa-ta yanu-chi-shka ka-rka-ni.    
1SG-TOP Maria potato-ACC cook-CAUS-PASS be-PST-1SG.SBJ 

  ‘I was made to cook potatoes by Maria.’ 
b. * Ñuka-ka mishqui-ka miku-naya-shka ka-rka-nil. 

1SG-TOP candy-TOP eat-DESID-PASS be- PST-1SG.SBJ 
‘I wanted to eat candy.’ 

A 6-point space should be included before and after each whole set of examples. The first line 
may be set in italics, if you prefer.  
2.2. FIGURES, DRAWINGS, AND TABLES. Drawings of sentence structures and the like can either be 
placed next to a number as shown in (3), or included as a figure, if preferred. 

(3) 

Center tables, figures, and other illustrative items and include a centered caption line beneath, 
labeled as shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Caption for this figure goes here like this1 

1 Drawing by Christie Farrell (used by permission).
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In the Word template file, you can use the style CAPTION FOR FIGURE for the caption paragraph. 
Provide 6 points of vertical space above and below the entire array and between the caption and 
the item. An example table is shown below. It uses the same formatting as the figure above, but 
with Table # as the caption label. 

Heading 1 Heading 2 
X Some data Some data 
Y Some data Some data 

Table 1: Table showing some data about something 

3. Citations and references. Use author-date notation for in-text citations, for example: … as
noted by various other authors (Blevins 2004:201, Michaelis & Lambrecht 1996) and discussed 
at length by Yu (2003) as well as Jarosz (2014). Follow the LSA uniform style sheet 
(http://www.linguisticsociety.org/files/style-sheet_0.pdf), as illustrated below for the list of ref-
erences at the end of the paper.  
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